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This term the topic is Traditional stories but there will also be responsive planning sessions linked to the children’s own 

ideas and interests. 

 

 

Communication and 

language 

 

Staff will encourage good listening and extend vocabulary through games, story times and 

topic work, using Traditional stories and Spring as a starting point. The children will have 

opportunities to extend their speaking and listening skills in a range of situations, for example 

through role play, with talk partners, during circle times, review and in Celebration 

Assemblies. 

 

 

 

Physical development 

Forest School sessions will continue this term. The children will have opportunities to use 

different tools/equipment and explore different ways of moving over, under and through 

obstacles. Dance sessions are on a Tuesday, focusing on responding to music, negotiating space 

and creating simple sequences of movement. Mrs Evans will teach gymnastics on a Thursday, 

focusing on jumping, rolling and balancing using small/large apparatus. There are daily 

opportunities to use the Foundation Stage outdoor area and the Trim Track to develop gross 

motor skills. We encourage the use of a range of tools, equipment and materials to increase 

fine motor control, for example using malleable materials, construction, scissors and beads. 

The children also have opportunities to explore sand, gloop, pens, crayons and paints to 

develop the movements/patterns necessary for early letter formation.   

 

Personal, social and 

emotional development 

By establishing a calm, well structured environment with predictable routines, we will continue 

to encourage independence. We have regular circle times and stories to address issues which 

arise and to model appropriate behaviour and vocabulary. 

 

 

Literacy 
For more information about 

Letters and Sounds, please see the 

Letters and Sounds progression 

chart 

There are regular guided/shared reading sessions to model the reading process and the 

children will also have opportunities to share a ‘reading’ book with an adult. Adults will model 

the writing process and, when ready, the children will be encouraged to explore mark making 

in their Forest School Diaries, in planning books, in the role play area or writing workshop. For 

the Reception children, there is also the daily Letters and Sounds session and their focused 

texts for the term will be Goldilocks and the Three Bears, the Three Billy Goats Gruff, Bhallo 

the Greedy Bear and Chicken Licken. 

 

Mathematics 

Through daily routines, rhymes, focused activities and in their play within the enabling 

environment, children will count sets of objects to 5, 10 and then to 20. They will chant 

numbers to 20, recognise/order/compare numerals and solve story problems using a range of 

practical resources. The children will explore simple 3D shapes such cubes, cuboids, spheres 

and create repeating patterns. They will explore partitioning sets of objects to make number 

bonds and solve simple addition/subtraction problems. As part of the topic, the children will 

sort/compare items for the Three Bears, measure the Beanstalk for Jack and use positional 

language/directions to guide the Wolf through the woods. Using Red Riding Hoods picnic, they 

will also investigate doubling and halving. 

 

Understanding the world 

In Forest School, the children will have opportunities to explore the world around them. As 

part of our topic, they will represent different environments using small world, build bridges 

for the Billy Goats Gruff and create different routes for Red Riding Hood. The children will 

learn to use the class computer, focusing on controlling the mouse and using simple programs. 

They will also explore controlling the Bee Bots. The children will find out about and experience 

various Spring festivals and customs, for example, Pancake day and Easter.  

 

Expressive Arts and 

Design 

During the focused art session, the children will explore a variety of art materials and 

techniques, including clay, collage, box modelling, watercolour paints, pastels and chalks. 

During child initiated sessions, they will also have opportunities to access these resources in 

the workshop. The children will learn a range of simple songs, rhymes and explore un-tuned 

percussion to create patterns of sound. On a Thursday, the children will have a focused music 

session exploring dynamics/rhythm and a Spanish session, focusing on celebrations.  

 

Homework 

Please continue sharing books with your child every day, it really makes a difference. You may 

help them chose a ‘reading’ book as often as necessary, before morning registration. Children 

will also bring home a ‘reading’ book and, for the Reception children, activities linked to 

Letters & Sounds.  

 


